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Abstract
We consider for the first time the QED corrections to the evolution of (un)polarized quark and gluon transverse-momentum-dependent dis-
tribution and fragmentation functions (TMDs in general). By extending their operator definition to QCD×QED, we provide the mixed new
anomalous dimensions up to O(αsα) and the pure QED ones up to O(α2). These new corrections are universal for all TMDs up to the flavor of the
considered parton, i.e., the full flavor universality of TMD evolution found in pure QCD is broken in QCD×QED by the presence of the electric
charge. In addition, we provide the leading-order QED corrections to the matching coefficients of the unpolarized quark TMD parton distribution
function onto its integrated counterparts at O(α0sα).
1. Motivation
Transverse-momentum-dependent parton distribution and
fragmentation functions (TMDs in general) encode the 3-
dimensional dynamics of partons in momentum space (see, e.g.,
Refs. [1–3] for recent reviews).
In the last years, TMD factorization, universality, and evo-
lution properties have been placed on a firm theoretical ground,
thanks to important contributions from several groups (see, e.g.,
Refs. [4–14]). Considerable progress has been made in the per-
turbative calculation of the QCD evolution of TMDs [11, 15–
19], as well as their matching onto the corresponding integrated
Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) or Fragmentation Func-
tions (see, e.g., Refs. [20–26]). In the present article, we take
into consideration for the first time also QED corrections to
TMDs.
From the phenomenological side, a good amount of unpo-
larized and polarized data from different hadronic processes is
already available and has been used for the extraction of TMDs
with QCD evolution [27–33]. To describe the data, especially
at colliders, it is essential to include evolution effects. In gen-
eral terms, data at low transverse momentum (q2
T
≈ Λ2
QCD
)
are strongly affected by nonperturbative contributions, which
are at the moment not precisely constrained. At intermediate
transverse momentum (Λ2
QCD
≪ q2
T
≪ Q2), the perturbative
contributions entailed in TMD evolution play a dominant role:
precision studies in this region require a detailed knowledge of
the nonperturbative components of the TMDs, as well as the
best possible knowledge of all contributions to the evolution of
TMDs. Data from present hadron-hadron colliders (see, e.g.,
Refs. [34–39]) already call for the highest possible theoretical
precision. This need will become even more pressing with fu-
ture high-precision experiments [40–44].
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In this context, it is necessary and timely to consider the
QCD×QED contributions to TMD evolution. Similar correc-
tions have been already taken into consideration for observables
involving collinear PDFs [45–51]. Shortly before the comple-
tion of our work, similar improvements have been suggested
also for the description of the transverse-momentum spectrum
of Z bosons produced at hadron colliders by Cieri-Ferrera-
Sborlini [52]: their results are intimately connected to ours,
but we adopt a complementary approach, based on the TMD
framework, which makes it easy, among other things, to gen-
eralize our results also to polarized TMDs and fragmentation
functions.
The paper is organized as follows. We will first extend the
current definition of TMDs in QCD to QCD×QED. Then we
will focus on the TMD evolution kernel, and provide the mixed
corrections to the relevant anomalous dimensions up to O(αsα)
and the pure QED ones up to O(α2). Finally, we will consider
the unpolarized quark TMDPDF and provide the leading-order
QED corrections to the matching coefficients onto its integrated
counterparts at O(α).
2. (Un)polarized quark/gluon TMDs in QCD×QED
In this section we extend the known definition of
quark/gluon TMDs given in QCD [10, 12, 13] to QCD×QED.
We first focus on quark TMDs, taking for simplicity the un-
polarized quark TMDPDF, since all the considerations can be
straightforwardly be extended to all the other polarized TMD-
PDFs and (un)polarized TMDFFs. Then at the end of the sec-
tion we will focus on gluon TMDs.
In simple terms, and leaving aside the details about the in-
frared/rapidity regulators which can be found in the mentioned
references, the unpolarized i-flavor quark TMDPDF is defined
as:
fi/P(x, kT ) =
∫
d2b⊥ eib⊥ ·k⊥ J˜i/P(x, bT )
√
S˜ i(bT ) , (1)
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where J˜i/P is the collinear matrix element and S˜ i the soft func-
tion. The twiddle refers to coordinate space.
Factorization in QCD×QED follows the same logic as in
pure QCD, so we can easily incorporate the QED contributions
to the above matrix elements, which should now be given by: 1
Ji/P(x, knT ) =
1
2
∫
dy−d2y⊥
(2pi)3
e−i(
1
2
y−xP+−y⊥·kn⊥)
× 1
2
∑
S
〈PS |
[
ξ¯nW
T
n Ŵ
T
i,n
]
(0+, y−, y⊥)
n¯/
2
[
Ŵ
T†
i,n
WT†n ξn
]
(0) |PS 〉 ,
S i(ksT ) =
∫
d2y⊥
(2pi)2
eiy⊥ ·ks⊥
× Trc
Nc
〈0|
[
S T†n S
T
n¯ Ŝ
T†
i,n
Ŝ Ti,n¯
]
(0+, 0−, y⊥)
[
S
T†
n¯ S
T
n Ŝ
T†
i,n¯
Ŝ Ti,n
]
(0) |0〉 .
(2)
The newly introduced QED Wilson lines, denoted by a hat on
top, are the same as their QCD analogues, but with the gluon
field replaced by a photon field. Moreover, the path ordering
does not apply in their case, since QED is an Abelian theory.
The exact definitions of the collinear and soft Wilson lines de-
pend on the considered process, which will make them either
past- or future-pointing. We note that the newly introduced
QED Wilson lines should follow, for a given process, the same
direction as their corresponding QCD analogues. Explicit ex-
pressions can be found e.g. in [12, 16]. For instance, for Drell-
Yan kinematics, we will have the following collinear gluonWil-
son line and its corresponding collinear photonWilson line (see
e.g. [12]):
Wn(x) = P¯ exp
[
igs
∫ 0
−∞
ds n¯ · An(x + sn¯)
]
,
Ŵi,n(x) = exp
[
ieQi
∫ 0
−∞
ds n¯ · Bn(x + sn¯)
]
, (3)
and similarly for the rest. While An stands for a n-collinear
gluon, Bn stands for a n-collinear photon. Notice that the
collinear photon Wilson line, as well as the soft photon ones,
depends on the quark flavor through the charge eQi (with Qi the
fractional charge, i.e., Qu = 2/3, Qd = −1/3 and so on). The
newly introducedQEDWilson lines guarantee that the collinear
and soft matrix elements above are also QED gauge invariant,
in addition to QCD gauge invariance. The superscript T denotes
the necessity to include transverse gauge links to maintain the
gauge invariance of the matrix elements for any gauge [53].
The provided new definition of the unpolarized quark TMD-
PDF in QCD×QED can be extended in a similar manner to all
the other (un)polarized quark TMDs, both distribution and frag-
mentation functions. To do so, one just needs to consider the
proper polarizations and hadronic in/out states, on top of the
addition of the soft/collinear photon Wilson lines introduced
above.
1We use light-cone vectors n and n¯ with n2 = n¯2 = 0, n · n¯ = 2. A generic
vector v is decomposed as vµ = v+nµ/2+v− n¯µ/2+vµ⊥ with v
+
= n¯·v and v− = n·v.
We denote vT = |vµ⊥ |.
In the case of (un)polarized gluon TMDs (see e.g. [54]),
the unsubtracted gluon correlator Jg/P (analogous to Ji/P in (2))
does not acquire any photon Wilson lines, since gluons do not
have electromagnetic charge and thus do not couple to photons.
In other words, one can say that the bi-local gluon-gluon corre-
lator that appears in Jg/P is already QED gauge invariant. This
fact has its impact as well on the extension of the soft function
for gluon TMDs from QCD to QCD×QED. In this case, no soft
photon Wilson lines are needed either, so the soft function for
gluon TMDs in QCD×QED remains the same as in pure QCD.
This can be understood as well since the absence of collinear
photon Wilson lines in Jg/P will not create any rapidity diver-
gences which need to be cancelled by the corresponding soft
photonWilson lines in the soft factor. In any case, gluon TMDs
will still receive QED corrections from higher-order diagrams,
in which fermion loops arise and thus allow for photons to ap-
pear as well. Indeed, the leading-order QED corrections to the
evolution kernel of gluon TMDs appear at O(αsα), as we show
below.
3. QED corrections to the TMD evolution kernel
The TMDs in QCD depend on two scales: the factoriza-
tion scale µ and the rapidity scale ζ (which is related to the
arbitrary rapidity cutoff used to separate the soft function into
two pieces). Thus, their evolution kernel is such that it con-
nects these two scales between their initial and final values. In
this section we provide the mixed QCD×QED corrections to the
anomalous dimensions that build the TMD evolution kernel at
O(αsα) and the pure QED ones up to O(α2). We anticipate that
these corrections will be universal for all (un)polarized quark
and gluon TMD parton distribution and fragmentation func-
tions, although they will depend on the flavor of the involved
parton.
The renormalization group equations for the (un)polarized
quark and gluon TMDs in QCD×QED are (see e.g. [15, 16] for
the pure QCD case):
d
dlnµ
lnF˜i(x, bT ; ζ, µ) ≡ γFi
(
αs(µ), α(µ), ln
ζ
µ2
)
= −γi
(
αs(µ), α(µ)
) − Γi(αs(µ), α(µ)) ln ζ
µ2
,
d
dlnζ
lnF˜i(x, bT ; ζ, µ) = −Di(L⊥;αs(µ), α(µ)) ,
d
dlnµ
Di(L⊥;αs(µ), α(µ)) = Γi
(
αs(µ), α(µ)
)
, (4)
where F˜i stands for any of the 32 leading-twist (un)polarized
quark and gluon TMDPDFs or TMDFFs in coordinate space (or
their derivatives, depending on their rank), which have the same
evolution equations up to the flavor of the parton involved. We
notice that the full flavor universality of the evolution equations
in pure QCD is broken when QED corrections are included,
making them dependent on the flavor i of the considered parton.
The cusp anomalous dimension Γi and the non-cusp piece
γi are known up to NNLO (O(α3s)) in pure QCD [55, 56] (nu-
merical results for the cusp at NNNLO have recently been ob-
2
tained in Ref. [57]). The same holds for the Di term [17–19],
which depends on L⊥ = ln(µ2b2Te
2γE/4). Notice that at small
bT the Di term can be calculated perturbatively, but at large bT
it has to be modeled and extracted from experimental data (see
e.g. [16, 58]). We have not explicitly included any additional
dependence on the resummation scales arising from QED cor-
rections, but for simplicity set them equal to the corresponding
ones in QCD (µ and ζ).
The two-dimensional evolution of the TMDs is performed
in coordinate space as:
F˜i(x, bT ; ζ, µ) = F˜i(x, bT ; ζ0, µ0)Ri(bT ; ζ, µ, ζ0, µ0) , (5)
where the evolution kernel Ri is given by
2
Ri(bT ; ζ, µ, ζ0, µ0)
= exp
{∫ µ
µ0
dµ¯
µ¯
γFi
(
αs(µ¯), α(µ¯), ln
ζ
µ¯2
)} (
ζ
ζ0
)−Di(L⊥ ;αs(µ0),α(µ0))
.
(6)
Once we have presented the evolution equations, our goal
now is to provide the necessary QED corrections to γFi and Di
in order to consistently perform the resummation at a given or-
der. In table 1 we show the needed ingredients in pure QCD for
the resummation at a given logarithmic accuracy. The TMDs
are customarily resummed in coordinate space by calculating
them at the natural scale of the OPE, i.e. µb ∼ 1/bT , then
evolved with the evolution kernel up to the relevant hard scale
of the process, Q, and finally Fourier transformed back to mo-
mentum space. This means that the lower scale µb is integrated
over a range that spans from approximatelyΛQCD up to Q.
The relevance of the QED corrections depends on the rel-
ative size of α and αs, but given what we just explained, we
cannot establish a quantitative relation between them that holds
for all values of the running scale µb. A conservative approach
would be to consider α ∼ α2s at all scales. Another strategy
would be to consider pure QED, mixed QCD×QED and pure
QCD contributions independently, without establishing any re-
lation between α and αs (see e.g. [52]). In any case, we leave
this for a future phenomenological study, and limit ourselves to
providing the new perturbative ingredients which arise from the
QED corrections.
Below we calculate the mixed QCD×QED corrections to
the anomalous dimension γFi (which includes the cusp Γi and
the non-cusp γi) and the Di term at O(αsα), and the pure QED
ones up to O(α0sα2). This is achieved by profiting from the
known results in pure QCD at O(α2sα0). From now on we will
write the perturbative expansion of any function as
A(αs, α) =
∑
n,m
A(n,m)
(αs
4pi
)n( α
4pi
)m
.
In practice, we consider the relevant Feynman diagrams which
contribute to each quantity at O(α2sα0) and take the correspond-
ing Abelian limit, by replacing one gluon by a photon, or two
2Here we choose a particular path (µ0, ζ0) → (µ, ζ). See [59] for subtleties
in this regard.
Order Γ γ D C˜i/ j β
NLL α2s α
1
s α
1
s α
0
s α
2
s
N2LL α3s α
2
s α
2
s α
1
s α
3
s
N3LL α4s α
3
s α
3
s α
2
s α
4
s
Table 1: Necessary perturbative ingredients to perform the resummation at a
given logarithmic accuracy
gluons by two photons. Then we replace the needed color fac-
tors by the corresponding electromagnetic charge factors. In
[48, 49] this is referred to as an abelianization algorithm.
Let us start with the Di term, which can be calculated only
from the soft function [60]. This is due to the fact that the Di
term controls the evolution in the rapidity scale ζ, which is a
remnant of the arbitrary splitting of the soft function in rapidity
space.
At leading order in α, the Di term can be obtained from its
analogous expression in pure QCD at order αs, since basically
one needs to take the soft matrix element and calculate it at
O(α0sα). The result is (see Appendix):
D
(0,1)
i
(L⊥) =
Γ
(0,1)
i
2
L⊥ , (7)
where Γ
(0,1)
i
= 4Q2
i
, with Qi the fractional electric charge of the
considered i quark. We notice the flavor-dependence introduced
by the QED corrections which, as already mentioned, breaks
the flavor universality of the TMD evolution in pure QCD.
In order to obtain D
(1,1)
i
, we realize that the soft function in
perturbation theory in QCD×QED can be written in a “factor-
ized” form as
S i(ksT ) =
∫
d2y⊥
(2pi)2
eiy⊥ ·ks⊥ S˜ QCD(yT ) S˜
QED
i
(yT ) + O(αnsαm)
∣∣∣∣
n·m>1
,
(8)
where
S˜ QCD(yT ) =
Trc
Nc
〈0|
[
S T†n S
T
n¯
]
(0+, 0−, y⊥)
[
S
T†
n¯ S
T
n
]
(0) |0〉 ,
S˜
QED
i
(yT ) = 〈0|
[
Ŝ
T†
i,n
Ŝ Ti,n¯
]
(0+, 0−, y⊥)
[
Ŝ
T†
i,n¯
Ŝ Ti,n
]
(0) |0〉 . (9)
This factorized expression captures all contributions to the soft
function at O(αnsα0) and O(α0sαn) for any n, and also the first
mixed ones at O(αsα). Notice that the latter come solely from
the multiplication of the two factorized matrix elements S˜ QCD
and S˜
QED
i
, because there is no contribution at this order which
can come from an interaction between gluon and photon Wil-
son lines, as shown by the representative Feynman diagrams in
fig. 1. At higher mixed orders in αs and α however, there will
indeed be some of the contributions which cannot be casted in
the factorized expression above.
On the other hand, the soft function has a special structure
in perturbation theory. In particular, using the δ-regulator, it can
3
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for the soft function at O(αsα). Double solid lines stand for gluon Wilson lines, while double-dashed lines for photon Wilson lines.
Corresponding conjugated and crossed diagrams should be added.
be written to all orders in perturbation theory as [13, 17]
lnS˜ i(bT ) = Ai(L⊥;αs, α) + 2Di(L⊥;αs, α)ln
δ+δ−
µ2
, (10)
where we have included also the QED corrections, Ai is a
generic function and Di the already introduced function which
controls the rapidity evolution of TMDs. Combining this result
with the expression in (8), it is easy to see that
D
(1,1)
i
(L⊥) = 0 . (11)
Finally, the Di term at O(α2) can again be obtained from its
analogous expression in QCD. The result is
D
(0,2)
i
(L⊥) =
Γ
(0,1)
i
4β̂(0,1)
(̂
β(0,1)L⊥
)2
+
 Γ(0,2)i
2β̂(0,1)
 (̂β(0,1)L⊥) + D(0,2)i (0) ,
(12)
where (see appendix for D(2,0)(0) and Γ(2,0))
D
(0,2)
i
(0) = −
(
112
27
)
Q2i
[
Nc
n f∑
j
Q2j + nlQ
2
l
]
,
Γ
(0,2)
i
/Γ
(0,1)
i
= −20
9
[
Nc
n f∑
j
Q2j + nlQ
2
l
]
, (13)
where Q j is the fractional charge of the active quarks (n f ) and
Ql = 1 the one of the active leptons (nl) in a fermion loop.
We need as well the QCD and QED β functions and the mixed
contributions at O(αsα):
dlnαs
dlnµ2
≡ β(αs(µ), α(µ)) = −∑
n,m
β(n,m)
(
αs
4pi
)n ( α
4pi
)m
, (14)
dlnα
dlnµ2
≡ β̂(αs(µ), α(µ)) = −∑
n,m
β̂(n,m)
(
αs
4pi
)n ( α
4pi
)m
, (15)
with the coefficients (see e.g. [61, 62])
β(1,1) = −2
n f∑
j
Q2j , (16)
β̂(0,1) = −4
3
[
Nc
n f∑
j
Q2j + nlQ
2
l
]
, (17)
β̂(0,2) = −4[Nc n f∑
j
Q4j + nlQ
4
l
]
, (18)
β̂(1,1) = −4CFNc
n f∑
j
Q2j . (19)
We turn now to the QED corrections to the anomalous di-
mension γFi . At leading order in α, the anomalous dimension
is calculated from the virtual diagrams in figs. 2a-2b, together
with the corresponding one-loop diagram of the soft function in
pure QED, and apart from charge factors, it has an analogous
expression to that in QCD. The result is:
γ
(0,1)
i
= −6Q2i ,
Γ
(0,1)
i
= 4Q2i . (20)
At O(αsα) one can take the results γ(0,2)i and Γ(0,2)i from the
appendix and apply the recipe to translate QCD color factors
to QED charge factors. In this case, one needs to replace one
gluon by one photon in the two-gluon diagrams that contribute
in pure QCD. Proceeding in this way we obtain
γ
(1,1)
i
= 2CFQ
2
i
(
−3 + 4pi2 − 48ζ3
)
,
Γ
(1,1)
i
= 0 . (21)
In order to obtain γ
(1,1)
i
, we have noted that by color/charge con-
servation there cannot be fermion-loop diagrams at O(αsα), nor
in the collinear matrix element Ji/P nor in the soft function (see
fig. 1), so the term proportional to TFn f in γ
(0,2)
i
(see Appendix)
does not contribute after taking the (partial) Abelian limit. In
fact, only the diagrams in figs. 3a and 3b (and similar ones) and
the ones in fig. 1 contribute. Also, we added an additional fac-
tor of 2 to γ
(1,1)
i
as compared to γ
(2,0)
i
, since there are two ways
of replacing the 2 internal gluons in the relevant Feynman dia-
grams by a gluon and a photon. We note that in [61, 62] it is
also found that Γ
(1,1)
i
= 0.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for the TMDPDF at O(α0sα). Double solid lines represent gluon Wilson lines, while double dashed lines stand for photon Wilson lines.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: (a)-(b): representative Feynman diagrams which contribute to γFi for quark TMDs at O(αsα) through Ji/P. (c): similar but for γFg for gluon TMDs,
where the crossed vertex stands for the collinear gluon Wilson line in Jg/P .
Finally, we provide the two-loop QED corrections to the
anomalous dimension γFi . Again, they can be obtained from
the expressions in pure QCD γ
(2,0)
i
and Γ
(2,0)
i
, by replacing in
the relevant Feynman diagrams the two gluons by two photons.
The results are:
γ
(0,2)
i
= Q4i
(
−3 + 4pi2 − 48ζ3
)
+ Q2i
[
Nc
n f∑
j
Q2j + nlQ
2
l
] (260
27
+
4pi2
3
)
,
Γ
(0,2)
i
/Γ
(0,1)
i
= −20
9
[
Nc
n f∑
j
Q2j + nlQ
2
l
]
. (22)
Now we turn our attention to the evolution kernel for gluon
TMDs [54], which is analogous to the one of quark TMDs
shown at the beginning of this section in (4) with i = g. The
QED corrections to the relevant anomalous dimension γFg and
the Dg term only appear, however, at O(αsα) and beyond, and
there are no pure QED corrections. This is because, given
color/charge conservation, one needs in the relevant Feynman
diagrams at least one closed quark loop, where a gluon inside
can be replaced by a photon. In fact, only the collinear matrix
element Jg/P contributes at O(αsα), see fig. 3c, since the soft
function for gluon TMDs starts to contribute at O(α2sα).
The non-cusp anomalous dimension for gluon TMDs in
pure QCD at O(α2s) is (see e.g. [54])
γ(2,0)g = 2C
2
A
(
−692
27
+
11pi2
18
+ 2ζ3
)
+ 2CATFn f
(
256
27
− 2pi
2
9
)
+ 8CFTFn f , (23)
from which we obtain
γ(1,1)g = 8TF
n f∑
j
Q2j . (24)
Notice that there is no factor Nc, because we are replacing an
inner gluon by a photon in a closed fermion loop inside a gluon
line, which remains. Thus we do not need to account for the
color multiplicity, as in the case of a fermion loop inside a pho-
ton line.
The cusp anomalous dimension for gluons does not receive
QED corrections at O(αsα): Γ(1,1)g = 0. Neither does the Dg
term, since the soft function (for gluon TMDs) from which it
can be obtained is zero at this order, and thus D
(1,1)
g = 0.
4. QED corrections for f1 at large transverse momentum
When the transverse momentum is large, i.e. the im-
pact parameter is small, the unpolarized quark TMDPDF can
be expanded through an operator product expansion (OPE) in
terms of its corresponding integrated counterparts, the collinear
5
quark/gluon PDFs:
f˜i/A(x, bT ; ζ, µ) =
∑
j=q,q¯,g,γ
C˜i/ j(x, bT ; ζ, µ) ⊗ f j/A(x; µ)
+ O
(
bTΛQCD
)
, (25)
where ζ0 ∼ µ20 ∼ µ2b, with µb = 2e−γE/bT the natural scale at
which the OPE is performed. Notice that we have included the
contribution of the photon PDF in the OPE. The coefficients
C˜i/ j (excluding j = γ, which is part of the aim of this paper) are
currently known in pure QCD up to O(α2s ) (see e.g. [22]).
We consider the inclusion of the QED corrections at LO,
which will modify the evolution/resummation of the TMDPDF.
As already discussed, they will contribute to the evolution of
the TMDs. In addition, they will affect the matching of the
TMDPDF onto its collinear counterparts.
The photon PDF will have to be included in the sum over
partons of the OPE, as introduced above. This will amount to
have a matching coefficient of the quark TMDPDF onto the
photon PDF, which is:
C˜
(0,1)
i/γ
(x, bT ; µ) = NcQ
2
i
[
− 2LT
(
x2 + (1 − x)2) + 4x(1 − x)] .
(26)
This coefficient can be calculated directly by an explicit pertur-
bative calculation of both the quark TMDPDF and the photon
PDF (by subtraction using (25)), or obtained for instance from
C˜
(1,0)
i/g
in eq. (39) in [7] or eq. (A10) in [11] by replacing the
color factor (TF) by the proper charge factor (NcQ
2
i
). Notice
that we have included a factor Nc, which accounts for the color
multiplicity of the quark 3.
Also the matching coefficient of the TMDPDF onto the
quark PDF will have to be modified, which at O(α) is analo-
gous to the pure QCD one C˜
(1,0)
i/i
. In fact, one has:
C˜
(0,1)
i/i
(x, bT ; µ) = Q
2
i
[
δ(1 − x)
(
−L2T + 3LT + 2LT ln
µ2
Q2
− pi
2
6
)
− 2LTPi←i + 2(1 − x)
]
. (27)
This can also be directly calculated by considering the quark
TMDPDF and the quark PDF up to O(α). The inclusion of the
newly derived coefficients C˜
(0,1)
i/i
and C˜
(0,1)
i/γ
will be necessary at
N3LL and beyond, if one takes the recipe in table 1 with the
counting α ∼ α2s . The QED corrections to the OPE coefficients
at O(αsα), even if possible to derive from the already known
ones at O(α2s ) in pure QCD, will only enter at N4LL, which
is far beyond the current achievable theoretical precision, and
even more of the experimental one.
We end this section by noting that the leading-order QED
corrections to the OPE coefficients of the helicity and transver-
sity TMDPDFs and the unpolarized, helicity and transversity
3When calculating the QCD version of the diagram in fig. 2e, with the pho-
tons replaced by gluons, one sums over the color of quarks and averages over
the color of gluons, while in fig. 2e there is no average to be performed, but the
sum over the color of quarks still gives the factor Nc mentioned.
TMDFFs can be calculated similarly, starting from the known
expressions in pure QCD. Also the ones corresponding to po-
larized TMDs, as the Sivers or Collins functions. We leave this
for a future effort.
5. Conclusions
By extending the operator definition of TMDs from pure
QCD to QCD×QED, we have calculated the mixed corrections
to the relevant anomalous dimensions at O(αsα) and the pure
QED ones up to O(α2). They apply to all the leading-twist
unpolarized and polarized quark and gluon TMD parton dis-
tribution and fragmentation functions. To do so, we have taken
advantage of the known results in pure QCD at O(α2s ) and re-
placed, in the relevant Feynman diagrams, one internal gluon
by a photon, or two gluons by two photons, and then recalcu-
lated the proper color/charge factors. These corrections depend
on the flavor of the considered parton, and thus break the full
flavor universality of the TMD evolution kernel in pure QCD
(but not the spin universality).
In addition, we have also calculated the leading-order QED
corrections at O(α) to the matching coefficients of the unpo-
larized quark TMDPDF onto its integrated counterparts, again
profiting from known results in pure QCD. Following the same
procedure, the analogous QED corrections to other TMDs can
be calculated in a straightforward way.
The newly calculated corrections will make it possible to
perform very precise resummations of large logarithms for any
of the leading-twist TMDs, in view of the precision needs of
future planned experiments [40–44].
Finally, we note that the new results apply as well to the
evolution of generalized TMDs, since their evolution is analo-
gous to the one of the TMDs [63].
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Appendix A. Anomalous dimensions
The cusp anomalous dimension Γ is:
Γ
(1,0)
= 4CF ,
Γ
(2,0)/Γ(1,0) =
(
67
9
− pi
2
3
)
CA −
20
9
TFn f ,
Γ
(3,0)/Γ(1,0) = C2A
(
245
6
− 134pi
2
27
+
11pi4
45
+
22
3
ζ3
)
+ CATFn f
(
−418
27
+
40pi2
27
− 56
3
ζ3
)
+ CFTFn f
(
−55
3
+ 16ζ3
)
− 16
27
T 2Fn
2
f . (A.1)
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The non-cusp anomalous dimension γ:
γ(1,0) = −6CF ,
γ(2,0) = C2F
(
−3 + 4pi2 − 48ζ3
)
+CFCA
(
−961
27
− 11pi
2
3
+ 52ζ3
)
+CFTFn f
(
260
27
+
4pi2
3
)
, (A.2)
γ(3,0) = C3F
(
−29 − 6pi2 − 16pi
4
5
− 136ζ3 + 32pi
2
3
ζ3 + 480ζ5
)
+C2FCA
(
− 151
2
+
410pi2
9
+
494pi4
135
− 1688
3
ζ3
− 16pi
2
3
ζ3 − 240ζ5
)
+CFC
2
A
(
− 139345
1458
− 7163pi
2
243
− 83pi
4
45
+
7052
9
ζ3
− 88pi
2
9
ζ3 − 272ζ5
)
+C2FTFn f
(
5906
27
− 52pi
2
9
− 56pi
4
27
+
1024
9
ζ3
)
+CFCATFn f
(
−34636
729
+
5188pi2
243
+
44pi4
45
− 3856
27
ζ3
)
+CFT
2
Fn
2
f
(
19336
729
− 80pi
2
27
− 64
27
ζ3
)
. (A.3)
The coefficients of the D term are
D(1,0)(L⊥) =
Γ
(1,0)
2β(1,0)
(
β(1,0)L⊥
)
+ D(1,0)(0) ,
D(2,0)(L⊥) =
Γ
(1,0)
4β(1,0)
(
β(1,0)L⊥
)2
+
(
Γ
(2,0)
2β(1,0)
+ D(1,0)(0)
) (
β(1,0)L⊥
)
+ D(2,0)(0) ,
D(3,0)(L⊥) =
Γ
(1,0)
6β(1,0)
(
β(1,0)L⊥
)3
+
1
2
(
Γ
(2,0)
β(1,0)
+
1
2
Γ
(1,0)β(2,0)
[β(1,0)]2
+ 2D(1,0)(0)
) (
β(1,0)L⊥
)2
+
1
2
(
4D(2,0)(0) +
β(2,0)
β(1,0)
2D(1,0)(0) +
Γ
(3,0)
β(1,0)
) (
β(1,0)L⊥
)
+ D(3,0)(0) , (A.4)
with L⊥ = ln
µ2b2
4e−2γE and
D(1,0)(0) = 0 ,
D(2,0)(0) = CFCA
(
404
27
− 14ζ3
)
−
(
112
27
)
CFTFn f ,
D(3,0)(0) =
−1
2
CFC
2
A
(
− 176
3
ζ3ζ2 +
6392ζ2
81
+
12328ζ3
27
+
154ζ4
3
− 192ζ5 − 297029
729
)
−CFCATFn f
(
−824ζ2
81
− 904ζ3
27
+
20ζ4
3
+
62626
729
)
− 2T 2Fn2f
(
−32ζ3
9
− 1856
729
)
−C2FTFn f
(−304ζ3
9
− 16ζ4 +
1711
27
)
. (A.5)
The result for D(3,0)(0) has been recently computed in [18]. The
rest can be found also in [15].
Finally, the coefficients for the QCD β-function are
β(1,0) =
11
3
CA − 4
3
TFn f ,
β(2,0) =
34
3
C2A −
20
3
CATFn f − 4CFTFn f ,
β(3,0) =
2857
54
C3A +
(
2C2F −
205
9
CFCA − 1415
27
C2A
)
TFn f
+
(
44
9
CF +
158
27
CA
)
T 2Fn
2
f ,
β(4,0) =
149753
6
+ 3564ζ3 −
(
1078361
162
+
6508
27
ζ3
)
n f
+
(
50065
162
+
6472
81
ζ3
)
n2f +
1093
729
n3f , (A.6)
where for β(4,0) we have used Nc = 3 and TF =
1
2
.
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